Abstract. Unitary hyperperfect numbers are generalized unitary perfect numbers. In this paper a list of such numbers is given, and some results concerning them are proved.
If p" -t = g in (3), then it is easy to see that/?2" = -1 (mod g). It follows that 4 ) g and that g has no prime factors of the form 4/ + 3 since -1 is a quadratic nonresidue of all such primes. We have established: If m = p"qbrc is a unitary t hyperperfect number, then it follows from (2) (see also [3] ) that
If AB, where A < B, is a factorization into positive integers of the right-hand member of (6), then it follows that if the right-hand members of (7) are powers of distinct primes. Now suppose that pa -t = l.Then (8) qb = p2a -1 + A, rc = p2a-\ + B, AB = p*° -p2" -pa + 2.
If A = 1, then qb = p2a which is impossible. A search was made for all solutions of (8) with 2 < /Ja < 313. Eight were found. For five of these a = b = c = 1 so that m is square-free and therefore hyperperfect (as well as unitary hyperperfect). These hyperperfect numbers were found earlier by te Riele and are given in [3] . at the Temple University Computing Center, a search was made for all unitary hyperperfect numbers m such that m < 106. The search required about one hour and fifteen minutes of computer time, and 36 numbers were found. Four were unitary perfect numbers and were found by Subbarao and Warren [2] . Twenty of the others were square-free and appear in the list of hyperperfect numbers given by
